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EDITORIAL

For people and planet 
Seabed 2030 was launched at the first ever UN Ocean Conference held in New York in 
2017. Five years on, it gave us great pleasure to participate in – and host an official event 
at - the second UN Ocean Conference, held in Lisbon in late June.    

It is certainly encouraging to see the ocean 
feature more prominently in dialogues across 
the world - demonstrated not only by the 
recent UN Ocean Conference, but also by the 
One Ocean Summit held earlier this year. 

In June we also observed two key dates in 
the maritime calendar: World Oceans Day 
and World Hydrography Day. The former 
is committed to uniting the world to 
protect and restore our blue planet whilst 
World Hydrography Day – adopted by the 
International Hydrographic Organization  
(IHO) – aims to raise awareness about the  
vital role of hydrography in increasing our 
ocean knowledge. 

Whilst recent events give cause for us to 
feel inspired, it is imperative that we do not 
become complacent. We must keep up the 
momentum following the successful UN 
Ocean Conference and ensure ocean science 
is placed at the forefront of policy and climate 
discussions – not least because of the integral 
role the ocean plays in safeguarding the future 
of the planet. 

Our event in Lisbon showcased the benefits 
of ocean mapping from a global perspective 
and outlined the way in which mapping data 
is essential to supporting the UN SDG 14: to 
conserve and sustainably use the oceans, 
seas and marine resources for sustainable 
development. Using the remainder of the time 

until the end of the Ocean Decade, we must mobilise 
across sectors to collectively find solutions to map 
100 per cent of the ocean floor. 

The UN Ocean Conference also saw the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO) publish the first ever 
edition of its comprehensive State of the Ocean 
Report (StOR). The comprehensive document – 
which will help monitor progress of the Ocean 
Decade – boasts contributions from over 100 
renowned experts across the field of marine 
science and provides an extensive overview of the 
state of the ocean. 

The pivotal publication also contains an article 
co-authored by eminent members of the GEBCO 
Guiding Committee, and should be treated as an 
indispensable tool that will help guide us through 
the Decade and towards the realisation of our goal. 

Seabed 2030 is a global effort and, to this end, 
we were delighted to formalise our ongoing 
collaboration with the United States’ National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in 
conjunction with our event. Working closely with 
existing partners and forging new ones along the 
way, we look forward to this journey of discovery. 

 

Jamie McMichael-Phillips
Seabed 2030 Project Director
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The 2022 UN Ocean Conference, co-hosted by the 
Governments of Kenya and Portugal, took place between  
27 June – 1 July, in Lisbon, Portugal.

Together with The Nippon Foundation, the International 
Hydrographic Organization (IHO) and the Intergovernmental 
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO (IOC-UNESCO), 
Seabed 2030 was delighted to host an official Side Event at 
the conference. 

The event – Mapping for People and Planet – brought 
together a panel of experts and two esteemed moderators 
to discuss the benefits of ocean mapping from a global 

Bathymetric data provide the foundational knowledge 
we need to address many ocean, climate change and 
biodiversity issues. It is also essential for achieving the 
Ocean Decade’s seven societal outcomes.

Ocean Decade Outcomes
•  A clean ocean where sources of pollution are identified 

and reduced or removed.

•  A healthy and resilient ocean where marine ecosystems 
are understood, protected, restored and managed.

•  A productive ocean supporting sustainable food supply 
and a sustainable ocean economy.

•  A predicted ocean where society understands and can 
respond to changing ocean conditions.

•  A safe ocean where life and livelihoods are protected 
from ocean-related hazards.

•  An accessible ocean with open and equitable access to 
data, information and technology and innovation.

•  An inspiring and engaging ocean where society 
understands and values the ocean in relation to human 
wellbeing and sustainable development.

Executive Director of The Nippon Foundation Mr Mitsuyuki Unno 
delivering the keynote address at Seabed 2030: Mapping for People  
and Planet

UN OCEAN  
CONFERENCE 

The 2022 GEBCO grid figure was also announced at the event 
by Mr Mitsuyuki Unno, Executive Director of  
The Nippon Foundation. Delivering the keynote address,  
Mr Unno shared the new percentage of ocean floor  
mapped: 23.4% – reflecting an increase of  
10.1 million square kilometres of new  
bathymetric data from last year’s figure.

Opening and closing remarks were given by Mr Ariel Troisi, 
Chair of IOC-UNESCO and Dr Mathias Jonas, Secretary-
General of IHO, respectively.

perspective, and explore how mapping data is essential to 
supporting the UN SDG 14 and Decade outcomes, as well as 
safeguarding our future and that of the planet.

The event was co-moderated by Kilaparti Ramakrishna (Woods 
Hole Oceanographic Institution) and Dawn Wright (Esri).

The panel comprised Nina Jensen (REV Ocean); Lisa Levin 
(Scripps Institution of Oceanography); Voahangy Tinah Martin 
(Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory); David Millar (Fugro); Tion 
Uriam (Ministry of Information, Communications & Transport, 
Kiribati) and Lucy Woodall (Nekton). 

Continues overleaf

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-61986359
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UN OCEAN CONFERENCE continued

A recording of  
Seabed 2030:  
Mapping for People  
and Planet  
is available to watch  
on our website

The panellists and moderators at Seabed 2030’s Side Event

UNESCO launches new State of the Ocean Report
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) published 
the first ever edition of its comprehensive State of the Ocean Report (StOR) at the United 
Nations Ocean Conference. The flagship report will play a crucial role in monitoring 
progress of the Ocean Decade.

Commenting on the report – of which subsequent editions will be published annually –  
Dr Vladimir Ryabinin, Executive Secretary of IOC-UNESCO said: “In time, the report will 
become a seminal and eagerly anticipated worldwide publication that will contribute 
significantly in mobilising global society to act towards ‘the ocean we need for the 
future we want.’”

The State of the Ocean Report compiles the most up-to-date knowledge on the state of 
the world’s oceans, from pollution to biodiversity, to assist key policy-makers in making 
informed decisions on ocean protection and sustainable planning. 

It also features a submission co-authored by members of the GEBCO Guiding Committee 
on mapping the global seafloor and how Seabed 2030 was set up to inspire the mapping 
of the entire ocean floor by 2030. 

Read the full  
report here.

UNESCO StOR

https://seabed2030.org/news/full-recording-our-official-unoc2022-side-event-now-available
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000381921
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SEABED 2030 CENTER UPDATES

Seabed 2030 consists of four Regional Centers and a Global Center
The Regional Centers are responsible for championing mapping activities, assembling and compiling bathymetric 
information and collaborating with existing mapping initiatives within their regions. The Global Center is responsible for 
producing and delivering global GEBCO products.

Global Center 

The Seabed 2030 Global Center is hosted by the National Oceanography Centre in the UK and forms a part of the British 
Oceanographic Data Centre. As the Global Center, we act as a central hub for the project. Our key priority is generating the 
annual updates to the global GEBCO grid and then providing these to our users.

Release of the latest GEBCO global bathymetric grid
In June 2022, the latest GEBCO bathymetric grid, GEBCO_2022, was released. This is a global terrain model for oceans and 
land, providing elevation data, in meters, on a 15 arc-second interval grid.

It is the fourth GEBCO grid produced through the framework of the Seabed 2030 Project and represents an increase of 
just under 3% in the amount of seafloor mapped compared with the 2021 grid release. With the figure now standing at 
23.4% of the global seafloor mapped.

Generating the global GEBCO grid

The compilation of the data set is a team effort with the Seabed 2030 Regional Centers compiling together bathymetry 
data for their ocean areas from numerous international sources and supplying these data as regional grids to the Global 
Center (GDACC). For areas outside of the polar regions, these data sets are supplied as ‘sparse grids’, i.e. only grid cells that 
contain data were populated. For the polar regions, complete grids were provided due to the complexities of incorporating 
data held in polar coordinates.

Seabed 2030 partners at Scripps Institution of Oceanography supplied a copy of their latest global bathymetric model, 
SRTM15_plus v2.4, based on a database of ship-track data with interpolation between data points guided by satellite-
derived gravity data. This is used as a ‘base grid’, outside of polar regions, in the compilation of the global grid.

At the Global Center the compilation of these input data sets into a global product was done with the aim of producing 
a seamless terrain model. For the 2020 and 2021 releases of the GEBCO grid, the data sets provided as sparse grids by 
the Regional Centers were included on to the base grid without any blending. This led to discontinuities at the boundary 
between the regional grids and the base grids in some areas, largely in regions where the base grid is not constrained by 
measured data, i.e. areas of large differences between the data sets.

For the 2022 Grid, the sparse regional grids have been 
included on to the base grid using a ‘remove-restore’ 
blending procedure. This is a two-stage process of 
computing the difference between the new data and the 
‘base’ grid and then gridding the difference and adding 
the difference back to the existing ‘base’ grid. The aim is to 
achieve a smooth transition between the ‘new’ and ‘base’ 
data sets with the minimum of perturbation of the existing 
base data set. This approach can cause unusual ‘edge 
effects’ where the data sets are very different, but the 
improvements in the base grid, largely as a result of being 
able to include more direct observations, has reduced the 
number of effects and we are now able to provide a far  
more continuous bathymetric surface.

Continues overleaf

In the above image, the areas considered mapped in the 
GEBCO_2022 Grid are shown in blue
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GLOBAL CENTER continued

As with previous grid releases, the GEBCO_2022 Grid is accompanied by a Type Identifier (TID) Grid, this indicates if the 
corresponding grid cell in the bathymetric grid is based on measured data, interpolation or prediction, etc. A full list of TID 
codes and their definitions is given in the data set documentation and on GEBCO’s website.

Accessing the GEBCO grid in polar stereographic projection co-ordinates
On behalf of GEBCO, the GDACC makes the GEBCO grid 
available to download as a global data set or for user-
defined areas, in a number of formats. Imagery based on 
the grid can also be downloaded.

For this release, we have also included the option to 
download data for polar regions in polar stereographic 
projection co-ordinates. The data sets made available  
are from the International Bathymetric Chart of the 
Arctic Ocean (IBCAO) and the International Bathymetric 
Chart of the Southern Ocean (IBCSO) data sets that 
have been compiled in polar stereographic projection 
co-ordinates. These data sets are also integral regional 
contributions to the global GEBCO grid.

Crowdsourced bathymetry
Seabed 2030 is an advocate of the IHO crowdsourced 
bathymetry (CSB) initiative, as highlighted in previous 
editions of In-depth. This includes providing data loggers 
and working with a number of partners to enable the 
collection of CSB data and delivery to the IHO Data 
Centre for Digital Bathymetry (DCDB) so they can be 
included in new GEBCO gridded products. The Global 
Center is supporting this by acting as a trusted node for 
the DCDB. This means we are able to process and upload 
data from contributors to DCDB, using a software system 
developed at the University of New Hampshire Center 
for Coastal and Ocean Mapping (CCOM). We have just 
announced a partnership with Terradepth, to allow us to 
use their Absolute Ocean platform as a visualisation tool 
for our contributors. This work is still in its infancy, but 
should allow our contributors to see and view their data 
alongside other publicly available data sets, including the 
GEBCO grid.

This release includes a number of new data sets. The  
image (right) shows the region around Reunion Island in 
the Indian Ocean and the improvement in the grid from 
new data coverage helping to define more detail in the 
bathymetric features.

The image above shows the process of selecting a subset of the Arctic 
area grid through the GEBCO grid download app

GEBCO – 2021

GEBCO – 2021 TID grid coverage

GEBCO – 2022

GEBCO – 2022 TID grid coverage

In the images below, the grey regions show the coverage of measured 
data used to generate the 2021 and 2022 Grids.

Center Head: Dr Helen Snaith   |   gdacc@seabed2030.org
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Southern Ocean 

The Southern Ocean Regional Center is excited to announce the release of the International Bathymetric Chart of the 
Southern Ocean (IBCSO) v2.

On 7 June, 2022, IBCSO v2 was published in Scientific Data - the open access paper is available here. A digital map of 
IBCSO v2, as well as digital terrain models, are also available for download at this link. 

With IBCSO v2, we proudly present the most accurate map of the Southern Ocean and the South Atlantic, South Pacific 
and the South Indian Ocean south of 50°S. Based on more than 25 billion soundings, IBCSO v2 portrays the ocean floor 
in never-before-seen detail, revealing many new landforms, such as canyons, undersea mounds, and seamounts - it also 
reveals known landforms in amazing detail.

The release of IBCSO v2 featured prominently in public media, with notable coverage from the BBC and National 
Geographic. Data insights provided by Altmetrics showed positive and extensive general public interest, mirroring the 
media coverage. It’s also highly rewarding to see supplementary coverage in good news stories - such as that of  
the return of large fin whales to Antarctica. 

At the 18th meeting of the Hydrographic Commission on Antarctica, we presented the annual status update of IBCSO and 
GEBCO. A member of staff from the Southern Ocean Regional Centre participated as the IBCSO and GEBCO representative, 
as well as forming part of the German delegation.The meeting took place in Berlin from 24-26 May. 

With IBCSO v2 published, we are now focussing on the roadmap for IBCSO v3! In the meantime, to keep up to date with all 
developments please visit our website and follow us on Twitter.

Center Head: Dr Boris Dorschel   |  southern-ocean@seabed2030.org

Atlantic – Indian 
The Atlantic-Indian Regional Center Team continues to actively assemble bathymetry data from contributors throughout 
the region. New multibeam data that are currently being integrated were made available by the NOAA ship Okeanos 
Explorer, Caladan Oceanic’s vessel Pressure Drop, several survey vessels operated by Fugro, as well as multiple academic 
research vessels. The Center welcomed four students to help with reviewing and integrating these data during their 
summer break.

We also gratefully acknowledge the extensive data contribution from the Instituto Hidrográfico of Portugal made available 
as part of Portugal’s efforts to map 100 per cent of their maritime spaces by 2030, and which covers more than 2 million 
square km! These high-quality data are being integrated into regional products and will help reveal a more complete 
seafloor map of the Atlantic Ocean.

Over the past few months, team members participated in several community engagement and outreach events, both 
virtually and in-person. Highlights include team member Tinah Martin, originally from Madagascar and an alumnus of NF-
GEBCO Training Program, participating in the Ocean Data and Information Network for Africa Steering Group. This group 
is focused on developing an updated plan for standards-based architectures for data sharing, publishing and discovering 
ocean data catalogues and services throughout Africa. Tinah also participated in Seabed 2030’s Side Event as part of 
the UN Ocean Conference. Her contributions highlighted the importance of empowering communities through capacity 
development and knowledge sharing, and how regional initiatives can contribute to advancing towards common goals.

Center Head: Dr Vicki Ferrini  |  atlantic-indian@seabed2030.org

Arctic and North Pacific  
The Arctic and North Pacific Regional Center, shared by Stockholm University and University of New Hampshire, has this 
summer worked on improving the automatization of the routines calculating the portion mapped of the World Ocean 
according to the resolution requirements set by Seabed 2030. There is a lot more required of these developed routines 
than standard tools in GIS mapping software are able to provide. For example, the data coverage is estimated taking the 
variation in seafloor depth into account for the entire World Ocean and statistics over both data coverage of some specific 
regions and the different systems used to acquire the depth data are calculated. The developed routines are now fully 

Continues overleaf

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41597-022-01366-7
https://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.937574
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-61723806
https://www.nationalgeographic.de/umwelt/2022/06/unbekannte-welten-im-detail-neue-karte-vom-boden-des-suedozeans
https://www.nationalgeographic.de/umwelt/2022/06/unbekannte-welten-im-detail-neue-karte-vom-boden-des-suedozeans
https://ibcso.org
https://twitter.com/ibcso
mailto:atlantic-indian%40seabed2030.org?subject=
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operational for the regional centers in the Amazon  
cloud services.

Planning of future mapping missions where the shared 
Regional Center will be involved is now ongoing. One of the 
larger mapping missions planned in the high Arctic is within 
the scientific GEOEO (Greenland Earth-Ocean-Ecosystem 
Observatory) program that is targeting completely 
uncharted areas of northern Greenland. A dedicated GEOEO-
expedition with Swedish icebreaker Oden is planned for 
2024. This expedition is a follow-up of the Ryder 2019 
expedition with Oden that for the first time mapped Sherard 
Osborn Fjord where Ryder Glacier drains. The mapping 
within GEOEO is specifically targeting fjords where warmer 
ocean water may enter and exert melting of the outlet 
glaciers draining the Greenland Ice Sheet. The bathymetric 
information is crucial for a number of scientific questions, 
one is the assessment of the future sea-level rise  
contribution from the Greenland Ice Sheet.  

The Center is also excited about the start of a new effort to add to our mapping data in unmapped regions around 
Greenland. The GO-MARIE team on their sailing vessel SRV Marie Tharp have arrived in Paamiut SW Greenland and have 
installed an R2Sonic 2026 multibeam sonar on the vessel. Initial calibrations have been carried out and all software and 
navigation systems are up and running. Initial mapping has started in the Kuannersook and Nerutoaoq Fjords and then 
they will head north to map the Allumersaat Bjornesund fjord with its marine terminating glacier. We wish them well on 
this exciting venture and look forward to lots of new seafloor data from remote regions.

Center co-Heads: Professor Martin Jakobsson and Professor Larry Mayer  |  arctic-pacific@seabed2030.org

South and West Pacific Regional Center
The South and West Pacific Regional Data Center, hosted at the National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research 
(NIWA) in New Zealand, held its fourth annual meeting from 5-7 July. The virtual meeting welcomed more than 
60 participants from around the world over the course of the three days. The Center gratefully acknowledges the 
contributions of its partners, LINZ and GNS Science, in making the event a success.

There were a range of presentations throughout the event - including from Seabed 2030 and the mapping community 
- covering the current state of seabed mapping in the region and discussing plans and technologies to facilitate future 
mapping operations. These presentations covered seabed mapping activities in a variety of countries in the region, 
including Ecuador, Peru, New Zealand, Australia, Kiribati, Papua New Guinea, Palau, and Japan, and also showcased the 
valuable work of organisations such as GEBCO, EOMAP, Ocean Exploration Trust, Schmidt Ocean Institute, IHO DCDB, 
GMRT, Allen Coral Atlas and IIC Technologies in advancing the goals of Seabed 2030.

Further details about the meeting are available on the Seabed 2030 website. 

From May through to July, the South West Pacific Hydrographic Commission (SWPHC) ran a series of four webinars 
on Seabed 2030 and crowdsourced bathymetry (CSB) activities. The objective was to raise awareness of Seabed 2030 
and to show participants how to access available data, increase data coverage, and contribute data to Seabed 2030. 
Facilitated by the SWPHC Seabed 2030/CSB Regional Coordinator, Stuart Caie, the webinars included presentations 
from Kevin Mackay, Centre Head of the South and West Pacific Regional Data Centre; Jaya Roperez, Data Manager at the 
South and West Pacific Regional Data Centre; and Jennifer Jencks, Director IHO Data Center for Digital Bathymetry. Other 
presentations were made by guest speakers from Kiribati, Niue and South Africa. Recordings and presentations from the 
webinar can be accessed here. 

Center Head: Mr Kevin Mackay   |  pacific@seabed2030.org

GO-MARIE team setting up the multibeam mapping system on the  
RV Marie Tharp

Arctic and North Pacific  continued

https://seabed2030.org/events/symposiums/4th-south-and-west-pacific-regional-mapping-community-meeting
https://iho.int/en/events-recordings
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TONGA UPDATE

NIWA-Nippon Foundation Tonga Eruption Seabed Mapping Project

Surveying the aftermath  
On January 15, 2022, a South Pacific nation with just 
over 104,000 residents witnessed the unexpected and 
unprecedented eruption of the Hunga-Tonga Hunga-Ha’apai 
(HT–HH) volcano. The impact had catastrophic consequences 
to Tonga’s nearby islands.

As a result, in April, New Zealand’s National Institute of 
Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA) and The Nippon 
Foundation of Japan announced a collaborative mission to 
discover the undersea impacts of the explosion. Seabed 2030 
is proud to support the Tonga Eruption Seabed Mapping 
Project (TESMaP), which is funded by The Nippon Foundation. 

Phase one of the project (April - May) saw NIWA scientists 
on board the research vessel RV Tangaroa survey the ocean 
around HT–HH, covering thousands of square kilometres and 
collecting video images of the eruption’s impact.

Phase two (July - August) will utilise SEA-KIT’s 12 metre Uncrewed Surface Vessel (USV) Maxlimer to conduct a month of 
further mapping inside the caldera, filling in the missing pieces of the puzzle. This research – conducted in an area which 
could not be surveyed by NIWA due to safety reasons – will prove crucial to the overall findings of the aftermath.

But upon RV Tangaroa’s return, NIWA scientists referred to their findings as “surprising and unexpected”. Due to the power of 
the explosion, researchers expected to find dramatic changes to the volcano, but instead found it largely intact.

The voyage leader, NIWA marine geologist and Seabed 2030 Center Head Kevin Mackay, says that he was completely taken 
aback by what they first saw: “With an explosion that violent – the biggest ever recorded – you would expect that the whole 
volcano would have been obliterated, but it wasn’t. While the volcano appeared intact, the seafloor showed some dramatic 
effects from the eruption. There is fine sandy mud and deep ash ripples as far as 50 kilometres away from the volcano, with 
gouged valleys and huge piles of sediment.”

NIWA mapped 22,000 square kilometres of the surrounding seafloor, which showed changes covering an area of 8,000 
square kilometres, and recorded up to seven cubic kilometres of displaced material – the equivalent of three million Olympic-
sized swimming pools.

The team also studied impacts on the ecosystem. The volcano is devoid of biology, but remarkably there are features as close 
as 15 kilometres away that still have abundant and diverse populations of fish and other animals. Scientists speculate that 
they escaped impact by being out of the eruption flow’s pathway, or far enough away to avoid thick ash fall.

As part of phase two, SEA-KIT’s USV Maxlimer will map the current shape of the caldera and measure environmental 
conditions of the water above it, all whilst being controlled remotely from SEA-KIT’s base in the UK, some  
16,000 kilometres away. This is the first time a USV will be used for this type of task mission  
and will demonstrate how the technology is pioneering new ways of understanding our ocean.

The survey team heads to Tonga onboard RV Tangaroa, to study the 
changes that have affected the area. Credit: NIWA-Nippon Foundation 
TESMaP / Rebekah Parsons-King

https://www.sea-kit.com/tongaeruptionseabedmappingproject
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NEW PARTNERSHIPS 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Seabed 2030’s Side Event at the UN Ocean Conference also set the stage for the 
announcement of a new partnership with the United States’ National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).

NOAA’s mission is to understand and predict our changing environment, from the deep sea 
to outer space, and to manage and conserve US coastal and marine resources. The agency 
is part of the U.S. Department of Commerce, and holds key leadership roles in shaping 
international ocean, fisheries, climate, space and weather policies.

Signed by Seabed 2030 Head of Partnerships Mr Stephen Hall and Dr Rick Spinrad on behalf 
of NOAA, the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) formalises collaboration that has 
already been occurring between the two parties. 

Terradepth 
In a new partnership with Terradepth, Seabed 2030 will utilise their geospatial data portal  
known as Absolute Ocean to boost crowdsourcing initiatives. 

Terradepth’s Absolute Ocean portal will provide Seabed 2030 with a secure platform to  
allow data contributors to visualize their contributions in an interactive way, and explore  
how they relate to other open-source data in the platform.

Seabed 2030 will process crowdsourced bathymetry (CSB) data for onward contribution to IHO’s Data Center for Digital 
Bathymetry (DCDB), with Seabed 2030’s partnership with the International SeaKeepers Society providing some of the first 
potential users of the platform with custom data loggers being operated by ocean-going vessels to capture georeferenced 
bathymetric points during their travels.

Terradepth is an ocean data-as-a-service company focused on scaling ocean data collection and dissemination, enabling 
unprecedented exploration of the underwater environment. This is accomplished by environmentally friendly survey and 
monitoring operations that collect ocean data at the edge, combined with an immersive, browser-based geospatial portal for 
ocean data visualization, management and analysis.

To find out more please  
visit Terradepth’s website.

Watch Seabed 2030’s 
Project Director’s  
address to mark the 
occasion of World 
Oceans Day, celebrated 
annually on 8 June

On World Oceans Day, people across the globe can 
unite to celebrate and take action for our shared 
blue planet, with one ocean and one climate, 
which connect us all.

https://seabed2030.org/news/nippon-foundation-gebco-seabed-2030-project-announces-new-partnership-international-seakeepers
https://www.terradepth.com/data-management
https://mobile.twitter.com/seabed2030/status/1534514438727995399
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Can better quality images be sourced please?

PARTNERSHIPS 

Ocean Research Project 
A memorandum of understanding has also been signed with the Ocean Research Project 
(ORP), which will see Seabed 2030 and ORP work together to support the global effort 
in pursuit of mapping the world’s ocean floor, especially in polar regions through ORP’s 
upcoming expedition, GO-MARIE.

The GO-MARIE (Glacier-Oceans Mapping & Research Interdisciplinary Effort) program is a 
2022 expedition which is also the motivation for the maiden voyage of the organization’s 
flagship, the RV Marie Tharp. A 22m Bruce Roberts steel schooner, the vessel is custom-built 
to navigate uncharted polar territory. There will be a base crew of ten including rotating 
ocean science experts joining legs of the voyage.

ORP is a non-profit organisation committed to eco-friendly ocean discovery. The organisation 
identifies expeditions which enable small, core teams of researchers to gather critical data 
from remote and sensitive areas worldwide – this information will better enable us to make 
decisive factors impacting the ocean’s health. RV Marie Tharp will set sail this summer for an 
extensive two-month mission in southern Greenland.

The GO-MARIE voyage has now officially begun. The expedition will support the global 
effort in pursuit of mapping the world’s ocean floor, especially in polar regions. 

We have yet to map 76.6 per cent of the Earth’s seabed, including much of the coastline 
of the Greenland Ice Sheet. As the sea ice retreats, these coastal areas – which are 
critical spatial data set required to improve global climate models – become accessible 
for bathymetric survey. The GO-MARIE expedition will greatly help us map the gaps. 

The team on board RV Marie 
Tharp commence the GO-MARIE 
expedition



For further information please contact Pegah Souri at pegah.souri@shearwater.global
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As part of the ‘Monaco Capital of Advanced Yachting’ 
initiative - which promotes a responsible future for the 
yachting industry focussing on innovation, progress and 
sustainability – the official signing of a Letter of Cooperation 
between the Yacht Club de Monaco (YCM) and the 
International Hydrographic Organization (IHO) took place on 
July 6. The two organisations have agreed to work together 
to improve our knowledge of the ocean and cooperate on the 
crowdsourced bathymetry initiative.

Crowdsourced bathymetry (CSB) activities are central to 
Seabed 2030’s mission of a complete map of the ocean floor 
by the end of the decade, and the project provides data 
loggers in support of this. 

Alfredo Giacon, a journalist and skipper, has been 
leading ocean protection missions for 12 years 
on board Jancris. In May this year he departed 
Port Canaveral for an Atlantic crossing finishing in 
Monaco on July 22 – Jancris was equipped with data 
loggers, provided by Seabed 2030, for crowdsourced 
bathymetry data collection on its voyage. 

At an event marking Jancris’ arrival, YCM promoted 
the use of data loggers to its members to encourage 
contributions to Seabed 2030. 

CROWDSOURCED BATHYMETRY

International Hydrographic Organization (IHO)  
and Yacht Club de Monaco (YCM)  
enter cooperation

(From left) Thomas de Brouwer, Member of the YCM Management Committee; Bernard d’Alessandri, YCM Secretary General; Jamie McMichael-Phillips, 
Seabed 2030 Project Director; HE Giulio Alaimo, Ambassador of Italy; Rear Admiral Luigi Sinapi, Director of IHO; Céline Caron-Dagioni, Councillor of 
Government-Minister of Equipment, Environment and Urbanism; Alfredo Giacon; Frédéric Genta, Interministerial Delegate for Attractiveness and Digital 
Transition; Olivier Wenden, Vice-President of the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation; Claudia Batthyany, Project Manager Monaco Capital  
of Advanced Yachting 

Alfredo Giacon holds a 
Seabed 2030 flag  
on board Jancris

Dr Mathias Jonas, IHO Secretary 
General (left) and Bernard 
D’Alessandri, Secretary General 
of YCM, sign the Letter of 
Cooperation 

https://iho.int/en/crowdsourced-bathymetry
http://www.alfredogiacon.com/eng/default.asp

